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Cooking is an art and knowing how to master the many skills and techniques that normally only

come from years of experience in the kitchen can be tough. However, with the right expert

guidance, those skills can come easy, and cooking can be fun. Idiot's Guides: Cooking Basics

will help even the most inexperienced novice in the kitchen gain the skills necessary to cook

nearly anything the right way. Packed full of step-by-step color photography and step-by-step

lessons for over 80 classic recipes, Idiot's Guides: Cooking Basics teaches you all the basic

skills required to be successful in the kitchen and learn skills that will last a lifetime.

About the AuthorThomas N. England is a professional chef, food writer, educator, and mentor

who has shared his expertise with both aspiring and seasoned chefs for more than 20 years.

Born and raised in northern Indiana, Chef England trained in New York at the Culinary Institute

of America. He is an ACF Certified Executive Chef (CEC) and Certified Foodservice Educator

(CFSE). As a Certified Specialist of Spirits (CSS) he is also well versed in the production and

pairing of alcohol, running and consulting for wineries. Chef England currently serves as

program coordinator at the Ivy Tech Hospitality and Culinary Arts program in Indianapolis, and

is active in the community as a local foods activist as cofounder and president of Dig IN—a

nonprofit with the mission of promoting Indiana foods, beverages, and agriculture. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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IntroductionI’ve been teaching basic cooking classes for 10 years, and during that time I’ve

seen great changes in the ways people think about cooking. Not too long ago, meals were

largely consumed outside the home and treated more as convenience foods. Today, people are

headed back into the kitchen to once again enjoy making meals that are healthier and made

from scratch, and sharing them with friends and family. This evolution has created a need for

new cooks to understand basic cooking techniques.This book was written especially to help

the inexperienced cook get off to a good start in the kitchen. The first chapter explains the

basics of setting up a well-stocked, organized, and safe kitchen, and then defines some

terminology and techniques the new cook will encounter in this book. The subsequent chapters

begin with important general information about each food group and explain how they’re raised

or grown, where and how to buy them, and how to store them safely. Each chapter then

contains delicious recipes for some of the most common dishes for each food group.The

recipes presented in these pages are building blocks you can use to be creative while

developing your own kitchen repertoire. I teach you how to use different ingredients and

methods to make variations of many of the dishes, so as you practice and grow, you can come

up with your own variations.Learning basic cooking skills is not as complicated as you might

think. This book teaches you the fundamentals you’ll need to know and use throughout your

cooking experiences. With this foundation you can enjoy creating and sharing glorious meals

that start with making the easy recipes contained in this book.AcknowledgmentsThere are



several people I would like to thank for their help. Without their guidance and support, it would

not have been possible for me to write this book.First of all, thank you to Karen Mangia for her

constant love, support, and patience. She is the person who’s ever present to encourage me

and make sure that all my needs are taken care of. When writing deadlines were due during

the busy holiday season, Karen stepped up and made the holidays happen as usual.A special

thank you to Donna Bricker, who helped produce and arrange the foods for the pictures in this

book. With hundreds of pictures taken, Donna always made sure every piece of onion was

where it belonged.Writing is truly a team effort. A huge thank you to the team at Alpha Books

who make these words seem effortless. The team of editors who have scoured the book and

art editors who make it look good are the people who really made this book happen.My mother

and brother, Joanna and Tony England, are the reason I followed my passion for food and

drink. They have always encouraged me to follow my nose.

the basicsIn this chapter, you’ll learn all the basics of the kitchen. From recipe terminology to

basic equipment to safety precautions to take while working in the kitchen—it’s all covered. It’s

recommended that you read this chapter before moving further into cooking.

The Fundamentals of CookingMy years of teaching basic cooking classes have given me a

good understanding of what inexperienced cooks want to know when they’re beginning to learn

to cook. The knowledge any aspiring cook needs can be narrowed down to the following few

categories:1. Understand what fundamental cooking terms mean. This was illustrated very well

when a student told me she was in a grocery store for an hour looking for the “roux” called for

in a recipe. She didn’t realize roux is simply flour and fat cooked together to make a thickener.2.

Know what you need before you start cooking. I was invited to attend a dinner party one

evening, and the host had not read through his recipes entirely. Little did he realize that one of

the recipes called for the food to marinate for two hours before it was cooked—or that the

recipe called for basic pantry items he did not have. It was after midnight when we finally sat

down to the entrée.3. Know proper weights, measures, and ratios. I once was judging a cookie

baking competition on live television when I bit into a chocolate chip cookie that had baking

soda measured in tablespoons instead of teaspoons. Needless to say, a cookie baked with

three times the amount of baking soda called for can elicit a pretty sour face for the camera.

Using the correct measurements makes the difference between a delicious creation and a total

disaster.4.”�Çpays be sure to work safely in the kitchen. Safety should be the primary concern in 

any kitchen, private or commercial. You’re always working with potentially hazardous foods,

sharp knives, and burning hot stoves and pots. Without a basic knowledge of safely handling

these dangers, you or someone you cook for could become injured or very sick.You will learn

all of these important fundamentals in this chapter. You may need to return to this foundation

many times as you learn to cook. You can use this chapter as a reference to look up the

definitions of important terms, purchase necessary supplies for your pantry, understand the

proper use of tools, and find the right cookware and equipment for your kitchen.

Cooking TerminologyThe art of cooking has a language of its own. This list is an introduction to

the different cooking techniques and actions you can perform in your kitchen.al dente An Italian

term that means “to the tooth”—cooked until there is some firmness, but not crunchy.au jus

The oil-free liquid that comes out of meat when it’s roasted, and is used as a sauce.balsamic

vinegar A dark, sweet vinegar originally produced in Italy from a specific variety of grape and

aged in wooden barrels.barbeque To cook at a low temperature with smoke.baste To take the



oils that collect in the bottom of a roasting pan while cooking meat and pour them back over

the top of the meat.béchamel A basic sauce that contains dairy and a thickener. It’s a mother

sauce that’s used to make many other sauces.blanch To boil in water for a short amount of

time without fully cooking the item.brown To change the natural sugars in the food to a brown

color using dry heat cooking.caramelize To change the natural sugars in the food to a brown

color using dry heat cooking.dash A liquid measurement equal to ![ of a teaspoon.deglaze To

collect the pan drippings from cooking by adding a liquid to the pan and stirring.dredge To coat

the food with a liquid or flour.emulsify To whisk a liquid such as oil in a way that binds the liquid

and fat molecules to each other.glaze To add a thin layer of liquid over the entire surface of a

food.julienne A food that is cut exactly to ![ by ![ by 2 inches (.5cm by .5cm by 5cm).marinate To

allow a food to set in an acidic flavorful liquid in order to enrich the end flavor.on-the-bias To

slice an item at a 45-degree angle or more rather than a straight cut.poach To cook in a liquid

that is between 160°F (71°C) and 180°F (82°C).preheat To heat an oven or pan before the

food is placed in it.purée To turn a semi-solid food into a thick, creamy liquid, usually with a

blender.reduce To simmer a liquid and allow the water to evaporate.remoulade A sauce that

contains mayonnaise, chopped pickles, herbs, and other flavorings; similar to tartar

sauce.render To sauté an item that has fat in it until the oils come out.rest To allow a cooked

food to sit in a warm, but not hot, place so the internal juices distribute evenly. Meat that is not

allowed to rest before cutting will likely be dry,roux The basic thickener used in classical

cooking, made of equal parts fat and flour cooked together.sachet d’épices A tied bundle made

of cheesecloth containing bay leaf, thyme, parsley stems, garlic, and black peppercorns. It’s the

classic seasoning combination used in European-based cooking.sauté To cook at a high

temperature in a sauté pan with very little oil.scale To measure using weight.score To cut a

shallow slit in something without cutting through it.sear To sauté to allow caramelization to

occur ¼ inch (.5cm) into the food.shred To use a shredder to cut into small pieces.simmer To

cook a liquid at a temperature of 180°F to 210°F (82° and 99°C).stir-fry To cook in a pan or

wok that is very hot. This process cooks the outside of the food but leaves the inside warm and

preserves more of the nutrients.stock A flavorful liquid made by cooking meats and/or

vegetables with seasonings and then straining to remove the solids and leave the liquid. Stock

is often used as a base for soups and stews.sweat To cook in a sauté pan on low to medium

heat without causing caramelization in the food.velouté A thickened white stock that’s used as

the base for many sauces and soups.whisk To stir a liquid using a wire tool, which is also

called a whisk.zest To remove very thin strips of the outside of a citrus fruit with a special tool

called a zester. The more white rind in the zest, the more bitter the taste.

Basic Kitchen ToolsThis list includes tools every kitchen should have on hand. It’s

recommended that you go to a restaurant supply store to purchase these items instead of a

department or grocery store. In most cases, the items are of better quality and are less

expensive, and most restaurant supply stores are open to the public and will be happy to assist

you with purchasing decisions.kitchen fork A 2-pronged meat fork.offset spatula Sometimes

called a “hamburger turner” or “pancake turner.”high-temperature rubber spatula A spatula

made with silicone rubber to withstand high heat. They’re great to use interchangeably with a

wooden spoon.wooden spoons Always nice to have around to mix and stir with. Look for

spoons that have a square bowl, which makes it easier to scrape the bottom of a pot.whisk

Look for one that has the most wire loops and is the right size for what you plan to do with

it.scale The digital type is the best choice. Make sure it will weigh tenths of an ounce.ladle The

2-ounce (60mL), 4-ounce (120mL), and 8-ounce (240mL) sizes are all handy to



have.measuring cups The narrower cups are easier to work with than wider ones.measuring

spoons Metal spoons with deeper cavities work the best.instant-read thermometer The digital

type will read faster than the dials. Make sure it has a function that allows you to calibrate. Also,

look for a temperature range that goes from 32°F (0°C) to at least 450°F (232°C).in-oven

thermometer This is a thermometer you can leave inside food placed in the oven, with a wire

that leads out of the oven to a control that tells the actual temperature.pots Several sizes are

nice to have: you should have a 1-quart (1L), 2-quart (2L), and 4-quart (4L) as well as a 2-

gallon (7.5L) pot in the kitchen. Look for stainless steel pots with heavy bottoms. Do not get

nonstick.sauté pans These should have curved edges, not straight. You should have at least

three different sizes. Look for stainless steel pans with a heavy bottom. Do not get nonstick; if

the proper cooking techniques are used, food won’t stick to stainless steel.sauce pan Pans

with straight sides. Two different sizes are good to have.cast iron pan Every household should

have at least one of these that’s 10 to 12 inches (25.5 to 30.5cm) at the base. If treated with

care, it can be handed down for many generations.sheet pan This should be no more than ½

inch (1.25cm) tall at the sides, and a thick type is better. If it’s too thin, it will buckle and bend in

a hot oven.rack Sometimes referred to as a cooling rack, this rack should fit into your sheet pan

for better roasting.strainer A bowl-shaped screen, often with a handle. This is used to separate

liquids from solids.food processor A machine used to cut, purée, chop, or shred.blender A

stand-up pitcher with blades in the bottom that fits onto a motor. The type often found in bars is

ideal. The motor and gears should be heavy duty.mixer Stand mixers are preferred over hand

mixers as they will mix more evenly.hand blender This type of blender can be put directly into a

pot of liquid and used to purée. It’s much cleaner and easier than using a bar-style blender for

hot foods. Caring for Cast Iron and Sauté PansCast iron pans and sauté pans should be

treated in the same way. There is some mystique around cast iron that it needs to be treated

differently, while in fact all pans should be treated specially.To season your pans, heat them on

a burner until they start to smoke, then rub them with cooking oil that’s been applied to a cloth.

Repeat this process three times.After each use, clean the pan under running water with a

scratch pad. Do not use soap—you’ll find the pan wipes clean pretty easily. After the pan is

clean, immediately dry it by putting it back on the stove and heating it until all the water is

evaporated. Never allow pans to sit with liquid in them, as they will rust or pit.This is the same

process you would use with “nonstick” pans. Even with those, you should never use soap to

clean.
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Ebook Tops Costumer, “great for new or less experienced cooks looking to learn more, in a

straight-forward, clear format. the title says it all. i bought it to broaden my knowledge. it did not

disappoint. from basics of pots and pans, etc., and what they are for and how to use them, to

cooking types, again from basics to more advanced. spices, storage, fresh or dried herbs, this

is the book to get. a little pricey compared to some, worth it! experienced cooks probably don't

need to look here, except for tidbits of info or refresher bits, but stuff is here for you too!”

GK, “Good book for beginners to have. I would definitely buy from this seller again! The book

arrived when promised and in perfect condition. I never really learned to cook, so this provides

a lot of great information.”

Debra M. Placilla, “Good Beginning. Bought as a gift and they have thanked me many times”

allison, “A Healthy Review. I bought this to support the author as he was an instructor of mine

in college but it is a nice review of some yummy recipes. The step by step instructions are nice

to have. And I can hear Chef England's voice reading through everything.”

HappyCat, “A nice book for beginners to pick up and start making meals immediately. I like

looking at cookbooks. This book is quite basic and I mean that as a compliment. You can pick

this book up and start cooking right away. Nothing's more frustrating than trying to use a

cookbook that assumes you know something that you don't. Start at the beginning, but you

don't have to make "beginner's food".A couple things that threw me off, if I am reading

correctly, and assume are typos:- The author correctly points out that measuring by volume is

different than measuring by weight. As an example, he states that it's common, but incorrect, to

think that a cup is always 8 ounces (240ml). My understanding is that a cup is always 8 FLUID

ounces and ml is just the metric volumetric measurement. I think we're okay if we simply avoid

the ounces used for WEIGHT.- The North Carolina barbecue sauce, yielding just over 2 cups,

calls for 1/4 cup of salt. That's a lot of salt! I'd guess the recipe was cut down from a gallon,

possibly. I'd start with, say, a 1/2 teaspoon and bring it up to taste.”

The book by Thomas N. England has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 29 people have provided

feedback.
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